An event E is a subset of the free monoid A* generated by the finite alphabet A. E is noncounting if and only if there exists an integer k ~> 0, called the order of E, such that for any x, y, z E A*, xykz ~ E if and only if xyk+lz E E. From semigroup theory it follows that the number of noncounting events of order < 1 is finite. Each such event is regular and the finite automata accepting such events over a fixed alphabet are homomorphic images of a universal automaton. Star-free regular expressions for such events are easily obtainable. It is next shown that the number of distinct noncounting events of order >~2 over any alphabet with two or more letters is infinite. Furthermore, there exist noncounting events which are of any "arbitrary degree of complexity," e.g. not recursively enumerable.
INTRODUCTION
An event E, i.e., a subset of the free monoid A* generated by the finite alphabet A, is noncounting if and only if there exists an integer k ~> 0, called the order of the noncounting event, such that for arbitrary x, y, z ~ A*, xyez ~ E if and only if xyk+az ~ E. Schutzenberger [8] and Papert and McNaughton [6] showed that an event that is regular (acceptable by a finite automaton) is noncounting if and only if there exists a star-free regular expression representing it. Cohen and Brzozowski [1] and Meyer [5] also proved this equivalence by invoking the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition theorem for finite automata. Using some results from semigroup theory, we show in Sections 3 and 4 of this paper that there exist only a finite number of noncounting events of order ~< 1 and that they are all regular. Furthermore, we show that for each finite alphabet A there exists a universal finite automaton whose homomorphic images constitute precisely the set of all automata that accept noncounting events of order ~< 1 over the alphabet A. We also prove directly that each such event can be represented by a star-free regular expression. In Section 5 we consider noncounting events of order >~2 and we show that for each order >~2 there exist an infinite number of distinct regular noncounting events over an alphabet with two or more letters. In fact, there exist noncounting events that are, in a sense, of any arbitrary degree of complexity, i.e., they are not regular, context-free or even recursively enumerable. (ii) u = xy% and v = xy~'+lz, for some x, z e`4*, y 9
where for any E _C `4", E + = E* --{A}, and A is the empty word;
(iii) u = xyk+iz and v = xykz, for some x, z 9 A*, y 9 `4+.
The transitive closure of the relation +-~k is denoted by ~'~k (or --~).
For each k, ~'~k is obviously a congruence relation on `4" with respect to concatenation. The congruence class containing u 9 `4* will be denoted by [u] for ,-/~. r denotes the empty set, and I = A* = q~, where the bar stands for complementation. Fk is the family of all noncounting events that are of order k but not of any lower order, and Bk is the family of all noncounting events of order ~<k.
LEMMA 2.3. For each k, Bk is a Boolean algebra.
Proof. It is easy to verify (see Meyer [51) that if E = P w Q, P EFke, Q EF%, then E ~ Bmax[kv,%l. Also E ~Fk if and only if/~ EFk. is interpreted as a set of words. Thus each equivalence class is a star-free event. As arbitrary noncounting events of order ~1 are unions of these equivalence classes they must be star-free also. Recall that B 1 , the set of all noncounting events of order ~< 1, is a Boolean algebra. The events [x I denoted by R~ are clearly the atoms of this algebra and Ba has 27 elements, corresponding to the subsets of the set of seven atoms.
The automaton ~/2 can be considered as a universal automaton for B x in the sense that, if E s B~ and E = 0~+x Using the results of Green and Rees [3] the characterization of Section 3 can be generalized to the case of an arbitrary finite alphabet. The first part of this section through Corollary 4.5 is based entirely on their work.
Let S~ = A*/~ 1 be the free idempotent monoid generated by A (i.e. x = x ~, for all x e S~), where A has n letters. Proof. Obviously, the eardinality of Ck is independent of any permutation on the set A = {a 1 ..... an}. For each ail .... , aik , with is ~ it for s :~ t, and is ~ {1,..., n}, for s = 1 .... , k, there exist ck words in Sn containing aq ,..., ai~. DEFINITION 4.2. The initial mark of a word w in Sn is that letter "a" whose earliest appearance (from the left) in w is farthest to the right. Thus w = wlaw ~ and w 1 contains all the letters in w except the letter "a." The word w~ appearing to the left of this "a" is called the initial of w. Similarly, the terminal mark of w is the letter "a" whose last appearance in w is farthest to the left. The terminal of w is the word to the right of this "a." We also have the initial condition M e = 3 as ala~a 1 is irreducible in S e . Therefore, 3 = C21 --2 and C = 5/4. The reason M 1 is treated separately is that M e = 2M 1 + 1 so that a better bound is obtained if Ms is used as the initial condition.
The bound obtained above cannot be improved. The proof is by induction on n, with n = 2 as the basis. Let w, =ail "" aim be a word of length m not equivalent to a shorter word over the alphabet {a~ ,..., an}, where we can assume that ai,, = a~. Let w~' = a 6 ." a~m, where for each k, jk = ik + 1, and let wn r be the reverse of Wn, wn r = ai m "'" ai~ 9 Then Wn+l = wna~+lal(wl') r is of length 2m + 2, and one verifies that Wn+~ is not equivalent to a shorter word.
NONCOUNTING EVENTS OF ORDER ~2 OVER AN ALPHABET OF TWO OR MORE LETTERS
We first establish some preliminary results necessary to show that the index of the congruence "~k for k ~ 2 over an alphabet of two or more letters is infinite. It is sufficient to prove this for k = 2 and a two letter alphabet; in the following A = {0, 1} and by +-+, ,~ the relations ~--~2, "~2 are understood. 
Proof.

(i)
(ii) we have
(a) (h)
We can
If u +-+ v then rl(u ) +-~ rl(v), for any u, v in A*.
In the definition of +-+ there are three cases, (we get the same prefix of y);
rl(xy2z) = x'rl(y~z) = x'y'rl(y ) z',
where x' is a prefix of rl(x);
rl(xy3z) = x' y' y'ra(y ) z'.
Since y' is a prefix of rl(y ) we have shown that rl(u ) +-~ rl(v ) holds.
(iii) The case u -----xy3z, v = xy2z is symmetric with (ii). We consider now three subcases of (b); (bl) Let y = 10101y' for some y'. Then, since u is simple, the last symbol of both x and y must be 0 and we can "move the squared and cubed substrings one 
COROLLARY 5.3. If U, v ~ A*, u is simple and u ~ v then v is simple and r(u) +-+ r(v).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2, and the fact that rl(u ) is simple for simple u. Note. We have h(x)----h(ab'c)----h(a)(h(b))~ h(c) but not necessarily h(a)= u,   h(b) = w, h(c) = v. Proof. Since w 2 is a subword of h(x), w must be of one of the following forms for some t e A*. Case (d). Since w is a substring of h(x) of the form 1 lt01 lt0 the last symbol of u must be 0; the rest is the same as in the case (c).
By interchaning zeros and ones and reversing the strings, case (e) becomes case (d) and case (f) becomes case (c).
LEMMA 5.5.
Proof.
1.
then obviously
Let x ~-~y if and only if h(x) ~-. h(y).
Let x = xl *-~ x~ ~-* "" ~-~ xn = y, h(x) = h(xa) ~ h(x2) +-~ "" ~ h(x,) = h(y). h(x) = tl +--~ t2+--~ ...~--~ t, = h(y).
Denote zi = r(ti) for h(x) = zl ~ z~ ~...
~ z. = h(y).
We now construct by induction a sequence of strings x a , x 2 ,..., x, in A* such that h(xi) = zi for 1 ~< i ~ n and
Define x I ~-x. Suppose now that xl, xz ,..., x k have already been constructed for some k, 1 ~< k < n. Since z k +-+ zk+ 1 , we have three possibilities by the definition of~-~ ;
define xk+ 1 = xk, then h(xk+l) = h(xk) = zk+l = zk ; (ii) zk = uw~v and zk+l ----uwav for some u, v E A*, w ~ A +.
By the induction assumption zk = h(xk) for some xk and therefore zk has no substring of the form (10) 5, j >~ 2. Since zk+l is reduced it does not contain any substring of the form s m, m >~ 3 for s E {0, 1, 00, 11, 01}. Since w 2 is a substring of zk and w ~ is a substring of zk+l it follows that I wl >~ 3. Thus Lemma 5.4 is applicable and there exist a, b, c in A* such that xk : able and h(ab3c) : uwav : Zk+l 9 Define xk+l = ab3c; obviously h(Xk+l) = zk+l and x~ +-* xk+t.
(iii) z~ = uwSv and Zk+l --uw2v for some u, v e A*, w e A +.
In this case w a is a substring of zk which is both reduced and by the induction assumption it is without any substring of the form (10) 
Proof.
1. In [9] it was shown that there exists an infinite subset X of {0, 1, 2}* such that no string in X has the form xyZz with y in {0, 1, 2} +. It was also shown in [9] that there exists an infinite subset Y of {0, 1}* such that no string in Y is of the form xyaz, with y in {0, 1} +. Proof. Obvious. From the uvwxy-Theorem [2] it follows that X and Y are not context-free languages. Because of Lemma 5.8 we can construct by diagonalisation a noncounting event of order 3 over an alphabet with at least two letters or a noncounting event of order 2 over an alphabet with at least three letters which is not context-sensitive or even recursively enumerable. Such events exist also for order 2 and a 2qetter alphabet. In this case we can diagonalise over an infinite set of mutually nonequivalent strings which was proven to exist in Theorem 5.6 and then consider not the direct result of the diagonalisation but the union of corresponding congruence classes.
In Lemma 2.3 we have shown that the family of all noncounting events of order ~<k over an finite alphabet is a Boolean algebra. This Boolean algebra is atomic, the atoms are the congruence classes of order k. Theorem 4.4 shows that Bk is finite for k ~ 1 and Corollary 5.7 shows that Bk is infinite for k >~ 2 if the alphabet has two or more letters.
Let Rk be the family of all regular noncounting events of order k over an alphabet A. R k is also a Boolean algebra, a subalgebra (proper for k >~ 2 and an alphabet with at least two letters) of Bk 9 For k ~ 1 the equivalence classes are regular, thus Bk and R k are identical. For order >~2 and an alphabet with at least three letters or for order ~>3 and an alphabet with at least two letters Bk is infinite since in these cases there exist an infinite number of congruence classes containing exactly one element which are of course regular. These singletons are elements of X, Y, respectively.
We now show that R~ is also infinite for a 2-letter alphabet. In the following A = {0, 1}, k = 2, and the maps h and r are as defined above. 
